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Good morning everybody. Before I start, I want to make 2 points: First, I want to most warmly thank the GNS for the decade long collaboration and support towards the extensive field work and detailed mapping program. The final result is presented here, in this spectacular map, which is invaluable by itself. But, there is another aspect to it: What Bob Finkel and  me are presenting today would not have been possible without this extremely careful and challenging mapping program. The GNS was essential to make this happen, and this among other aspects, most importantly the help of Gary Comer, allowed Bob and me to do some experiments and I believe that the results are important and represent basic progress in geochronology. I am here today talking for many others, primarily young scientists working with me at Lamont, also profiting from this collaboration with the GNS. It really made a difference, thanks a lot for that.

Point 2 is that Marcus asked me to not make my talk a ‘exhaustive presentation of data’. I was never particularly talented in following orders, and this will be no difference today: I will present data, and not much more. To make it worse: almost all data I will show are presented in much more detail on the posters here on the wall, and I would encourage everybody to have a look at those in the poster session break. But as said, we believe this is important progress and I will try to convince you about this. The title is….and I want to explicitly acknowledge Mke Kaplan and Roseanne Schwartz from the Lamont side, and Aaron Putnam, Alice Doughty and Sam Kelley from U Maine, who have been essential to the construction of this data set. 
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 relevance glaciations in general: probably most significant manifestation of climate changes on continents. Although not continuous record, glacial records have other unique strenghts:
This slide shows you a dramatic climate signal, namely the glacial retreat over the last 150 years. This example is from NZ, but I could show you similar slides from almost every glacial record world-wide! Glaciers everywhere reacted to this small signal of about 0.7oC warming since 1850 AD, which is a key argument that glaciers primarily respond on temperature changes on longer timescales. You will have a rather hard time to find this climate signal in other climate records, which illustrates the main strength of glaciers as paleo-archive: their unmatched sensititivity. On the downside: Glaciers leave a non-continuous event-record. 
Glacier Events reflect changes in the hydrological cycle, I.e. climate changes on continents! As an expample, in many areas glaciers dominate the drinkwater water supply.
Glaciers and moraines wide-spread on earth in principle allowing near-global experiments  value as calibration for global climate models;
 Glaciers and Ice Sheet active players in climate system (freshwater forcing of ocean circulation; albedo etc) 
The problem so far was: There was no reliable dating tool and consequently no chronologies! I would claim that we have this universal tool now.



Production of terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides

In-situ cosmogenic nuclides

• Production in upper meters of
Earth’s surface

• Dating range: 100 yr →10 Myr

• Precision ?!
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And this tool is the method of cosmogenic dating. I will bore you only with one method slide, but I want to explain to you the basic physics underlying the method.
Cosmic rays, primarily high-energetic protons, hit the earht atmo.Nucldear reactions high up in the stratosphere produce the so called’meteoric’ cosmgenic nuclids, whose most prominent example is the radiocarbon used for dating of organics, but also the 10Be used in ice-core and marine sediment cores is one. This is not what I am talking today.
The cosmogenic nuclides we use are produced 10 km deeper. A small fraction of the primary cosmic ray particles, primarily neutrons and muons, survive the long travel through the atmosphere and hit the earth’s surface. Similar nuclear reactions producein the upper meters of the earth’s surface the the in-situ or terrestrial cosmogenic nclides. In this talk, I simply call them cosmogenic nuclides, what I mean are the earth surface produced ones
The dating range is one of the big pluses of the method, stretching from actually less than 100 years now using 10Be or 36Cl up to 10 My, whereas this upper limit is due to nature and erosion, the dating tool could date unlimited exposure ages.
The precision listed here 5-10% depends on the location where you work. This formula here explains the simplest application, the method of Surface Exposure Dating: N….t. The two critical input parameters are erosion and prod.rate. Erosion can be controlled to very small effects by careful sampling. The production rate has been the biggest source of uncertainty, but this changes to the better. Four years ago, I organized a cosmogenic workshop at Lamont and as a direct result we launched an extensive US-EU program. CRONUS Earth is now  funded on both sides now with the single goal to nail down the systematics of cosmogenic nuclide production. We made significant progress already and for mid-latitudes the precision might be in the lower % now. In any case. CRONUS will solve this problem.



Local Production Rate Calibration in New Zealand’s Southern Alps
Putnam et al., in review
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I will have only one introduction slide, reminding everybody that what we do with SED is ‘dating terminations’. The cosmogenic clock for surface sediments on moraines begins ticking in the moment the glacier pulled back after a period of ‘moraine formation’ which means after having been in quasi-equilibrium with climate conditions.

I will walk you through the data we have going from old to young, i.e. we will start with the pre-LGM glacial events represented on the map here in green, going through the LGM, the the deglaciation, the late glacial event, the tranistion to the Holocene, and finally the last millenium and historic advances. It is important to note that this chronology covers the last 70000 years and overlaps with the historic records, i.e. we are producing a continuous event chronology up to present day.
A technical note: as Bob Finkel pointed out, all our 10Be ages are presented on the basis of the local NZ PR calibration, that we believe is one of the best we have world-wide and defintely the closest one to our field area, so this is the most appropriate number.







Dating Terminations!
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I will have only one introduction slide, reminding everybody that what we do with SED is ‘dating terminations’. The cosmogenic clock for surface sediments on moraines begins ticking in the moment the glacier pulled back after a period of ‘moraine formation’ which means after having been in quasi-equilibrium with climate conditions.

I will walk you through the data we have going from old to young, i.e. we will start with the pre-LGM glacial events represented on the map here in green, going through the LGM, the the deglaciation, the late glacial event, the tranistion to the Holocene, and finally the last millenium and historic advances. It is important to note that this chronology covers the last 70000 years and overlaps with the historic records, i.e. we are producing a continuous event chronology up to present day.
A technical note: as Bob Finkel pointed out, all our 10Be ages are presented on the basis of the local NZ PR calibration, that we believe is one of the best we have world-wide and defintely the closest one to our field area, so this is the most appropriate number.



Sampling for Surface Exposure Dating
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We look for samples such as this one: an element of the surface sediment layers, deposited just before the glacier began to retreat  we date TERMINATIONS!

An ideal surface exposure sample
 Stable ( no movement since deposition)
 no snow or vegetation cover
 no visible erosion
 open sky

Hard to rule out: pre-exposure before depostion. To control this and to get an accuracy, we sample and date many such boulders on each individual moraine crest.



Holocene glacier fluctuations
In New Zealand’s Southern Alps

Schaefer et al.,  2009
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And finally, the Holocene moraine chronology, which is certainly the geochemical and analytical crowne-jewel in the data set and also internally explains the high consistency in these age distributions.

This is figure from our paper that came out in Science earlier this month and it shows the individual ages from moraines in front of Mueller Glacier. What I want to draw your attention to are these innermost ages: this moraine here is historically documented to be a mid/late 19th century moraine and 10Be ages are ….also have a look at the uncertainties, these are 2 sigma in that case. This stastical uncertainty is actually exceeding the precision you can achieve with 14C on these time-scales. 
Also, even for this historic moraines, we keep the pattern of bascally no outliers and the stratigraphic order: a 220 year moraine here, slight outside a 250 year moraine, a 400 year moraine here and the 570 year moraine that dominates the last millenium.

Further outside here, 1700-2000 years ago, glaciers have been extended and deposited at least 3 moraines shown here. On the right lateral side there is this 3200 year moraine and the outermost Holocene moraine in front of Mueller and Tasman (see poster) is dated to be about 6500 years old.
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 I apologies for the mess due to the many dates on this plot, but this is important, so I will leave it up for a bit. 
explain: all data are 10Be from individual boulders on moraines; the numbers are ages in years given with 2 sigma uncertainties.
 tech specs: (i) the uncertainties of the individual ages are unbelievably low, statistically beating the radiocarbon precision by far for these times-scales; (ii) the internal consistency of ages from boulders on one moraine is excellent, allowing to resolve moraines only 100 year apart; (iii) the chronology is in striking agreement with the statigraphy; this plots represents transformational progress in geochronology, we would not have dreamt 2 years ago that chronologies such as this are doable, and we have the tool now to investigate the fine-structure of Holocene glaciations.
   I only walk you quickly here through the 2 youngest millenium glaciations. The innermost is the historical AD 1863 moraine, which yields ages….. 



Regional atmospheric oscillations driving glaciers?

Broecker and Denton, 2008

Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
And glaciers in the Alps

Interdecadal

 

Pacific Oscillation
and glaciers in the Southern Alps
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As a working hypothesis for now, I show you here the index of the Antlantic Multidecadal oscillation over the last 130 years. The AMO reflects SST in the tropics and northern mid-latitudes and is considered to important for US and Western Europe summertime climate. positive AMO index means cooler SST’s, red are warmer. Below you see a stack record of 35 Swiss glaciers and the number of retreating (red), stagnant (yellow) and advancing (blue glaciers). 
You see a striking match: Whenever the AMO is positive, I.e. summers in the US and Western Europe are cool, glaciers in Switzerland grow and vice versa. Similar relations can be shown for Norwegian glaciers. The question, if this might be an important driving mechanism for LIA glaciation (and droughts in the US by the way),  is certainly a thrilling problem directly touching on the physics underlying our climate system in general and ocean-atmosphere interactions in particular. It is also a nice example for a relevant problem  that can only be tackled in a team of atmospheric physicists, modellers and geologists.




accepted, Science

Tropical Holocene glaciations?
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 I apologies for the mess due to the many dates on this plot, but this is important, so I will leave it up for a bit. 
explain: all data are 10Be from individual boulders on moraines; the numbers are ages in years given with 2 sigma uncertainties.
 tech specs: (i) the uncertainties of the individual ages are unbelievably low, statistically beating the radiocarbon precision by far for these times-scales; (ii) the internal consistency of ages from boulders on one moraine is excellent, allowing to resolve moraines only 100 year apart; (iii) the chronology is in striking agreement with the statigraphy; this plots represents transformational progress in geochronology, we would not have dreamt 2 years ago that chronologies such as this are doable, and we have the tool now to investigate the fine-structure of Holocene glaciations.
   I only walk you quickly here through the 2 youngest millenium glaciations. The innermost is the historical AD 1863 moraine, which yields ages….. 



Licciardi et al,  Science, in revision
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 I apologies for the mess due to the many dates on this plot, but this is important, so I will leave it up for a bit. 
explain: all data are 10Be from individual boulders on moraines; the numbers are ages in years given with 2 sigma uncertainties.
 tech specs: (i) the uncertainties of the individual ages are unbelievably low, statistically beating the radiocarbon precision by far for these times-scales; (ii) the internal consistency of ages from boulders on one moraine is excellent, allowing to resolve moraines only 100 year apart; (iii) the chronology is in striking agreement with the statigraphy; this plots represents transformational progress in geochronology, we would not have dreamt 2 years ago that chronologies such as this are doable, and we have the tool now to investigate the fine-structure of Holocene glaciations.
   I only walk you quickly here through the 2 youngest millenium glaciations. The innermost is the historical AD 1863 moraine, which yields ages….. 



Detailed Mapping of moraines & Precise Detailed Mapping of moraines & Precise 1010Be DatingBe Dating

NearNear--Global Map of Global Map of 
glacial fluctuationsglacial fluctuations
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If this idea holds or not, I want to finish with my personal opinion that the rapid progress in glacial geochronology indeed opens novel and complementary perspectives to our understanding of climate changes and how the climate system works by allowing us to closely track the glacier-climate interactions and, in turn, to make best use of the arguably most sensitive recorders of climate change we have, the glaciers. This approach works in New Zealand throughout the last 70,000 years up to literally present day, and we are hopeful that it will be appropriate for on a quasi global basis, finally delivering a near global map of glacial fluctuations and thus of continental climate change.
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